**DETAILS OF THE MCA ENTRANCE EXAMS**

*Pls note: Entrance Exam dates are Tentative for all the states*

### AIMCET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the entrance</th>
<th>AIMCET (All India MCA Common Entrance Test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stream and course</td>
<td>Computer Application, MCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility of the Entrance Test</td>
<td>1. The candidate must be of Indian nationality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The candidate must also have passed class 12th examination in any stream with mathematics as a main subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The candidate should also be a graduate with at least 3 year degree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The candidate appearing for the final year examination can also apply for MCA examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Exams Date</td>
<td>1. Availability of Application Forms - March - April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Submission of Application Forms - last week of April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Exam Month - 1st week of June</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All India MCA Common Entrance Test has been recognized with some of the highest esteemed because of the high standard as well as the level of transparency involved. The Test is conducted for candidates who are seeking to undertake admission in the IIT’s for the course of Computer Application at the post graduate level. The examination has been deemed as the most reputed entrance exam held for undertaking admission in the PG based degree for the course of Computer Application.

**Examination pattern:**

1. Mathematics – 100 Questions
2. Computer Awareness – 40 Questions
3. Analytical ability & Logical Reasoning – 40 Questions
4. General Awareness – 20 Questions
Amrita Vishwa Vidyappetham MCA Entrance Exam

Name of the entrance :-  Amrita Vishwa Vidyappetham MCA Entrance Exam

Stream and course :-  Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :-  A Bachelors Degree with minimum 60% marks, with Mathematics / Statistics / Business. Mathematics as one of the subjects in any one semester or year, in addition to Maths at 10+2 level.

Entrance Exams Date :-  1. Availability of Application Forms - March
                         2. Submission of Application Forms - May
                         3. Exam Month - May
                         4. Declaration of Result - June

Exam Fees :-  ₹ 650/-

Link for Download / Website :-  www.amrita.edu

Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham University conducts an entrance examination for admission to its MCA program. Amrita University started as Amrita Institute of Technology and was affiliated to the University of Kerala & Bharathiyar University. In 2002 it got the recognition as an autonomous university by UGC. It has been accredited grade A by National Assessment and Accreditation Council.

MCA course is offered at Amrita School of Engineering in its four campuses at Coimbatore, Amritapuri, Kochi & Mysore. A large number of students appear for MCA Entrance of Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham University. University offers its students with the best of facilities and faculty for MCA course in all the four institutes.
Name of the entrance :- Birla Institute of Technology, Mesta MCA Entrance Test

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- A candidate should have one of these degrees in graduation: BCA, or B.Sc. in Computer Science / Information Technology / Electronics, or B.Sc. / B.A. with Mathematics or Statistics A candidate having B.Sc./B.A. Honours should have got at least 60% marks in their honours subject. For other degrees a candidate should have at least 60% marks in aggregate of all subjects. Final year candidates of the mentioned degrees can also apply.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Availability of Application Forms - 3rd week of March
2. Submission of Application Forms - April
3. Exam Month - 3rd week of May
4. Declaration of Result - June

Exam Fees :- ₹ 1600/-

Link for Download/Website :- www.bitmesra.ac.in

BIT Mesra conduct an entrance examination with the name BITMCA qualifying which one can get admission in the BIT for the course of MCA. This test is taken on the online basis, and is held every year. There will be an online test of 2 hours consisting of 120 multiple choice questions. For every correct answer a candidate will get 4 marks and 1 mark will be deducted for an incorrect answer. Questions will be asked from the following sections: Mathematics-70 questions Analytical ability & Logical Reasoning-30 questions Computer Awareness-20 questions
ISIT MCA TEST

Name of the entrance :- ISIT MCA TEST (Icfai School of Information Technology MCA Test)

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- A candidate should have a bachelor’s degree with not less than 50 percent aggregate marks. Those appearing for the final exam of their graduation can also apply. There is no age limit to apply for MCA.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Submission of Application Forms - 3rd week of April
2. Exam Month - 1st week of May
3. Declaration of Result - Last week of May

Exam Fees :- ₹ 800/-

Link for Download/Website :- www.isitindia.org

ISIT MCA Test (IMCAT) is an entrance exam conducted by ISIT for admissions to MCA programs in country’s one of the best MCA institute, ISIT. This exam is held every year and applications are received from all along the length and breadth of the country. ISIT provides Master Of Computer Application program of the renowned ICFAI University Dehradun. ISIT provides its students with an advanced infrastructure, faculty and placement opportunities. It presently has campuses at Visakhapatnam, Bengaluru.
Name of the entrance: ICET (Integrated Common Entrance Test)

Stream and course: Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test: A candidate must have a bachelor’s degree from a recognized university with Maths at 10+2 level or Graduation level. Those in the final year of their graduation can also apply.

Entrance Exams Date:
1. Availability of Application Forms – last week of February
2. Submission of Application Forms - last week of April
3. Exam Month - last week of May
4. Declaration of Result - June

Exam Fees: ₹ 250/-

Link for Download/Website: www.icet2011.net

Integrated Common Entrance Test is an entrance examination for admission to both Master of Computer Application and Master in Business Administration courses in various colleges and universities in Andhra Pradesh. It is conducted by Andhra University, Visakhapatnam every year on behalf of Andhra Pradesh State Council of Higher Education (ASPCHE). A large number of students appear for ICET to get admission in the best of colleges of Andhra Pradesh. ICET is conducted in around 20 cities across Andhra Pradesh and the candidates can mention their preference in the application form. Candidates have to follow all the instructions provided during exam time. Selection is based on the rank obtained by the individual in the entrance test.
IIT JAM

Name of the entrance :-  IIT JAM (Indian Institute of Technology Joint Admission Test)

Stream and course :-  Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :-  The candidates must have passed the Bachelor’s degree in the subject concerned or related subjects, in which they are seeking admission. Candidates must have secured at least 55% aggregate marks or equivalent grade (taking into account all subjects, including languages and subsidiaries in all years combined) in the qualifying degree. There is a relaxation of 5% of marks in case of SC/ST/PD category candidates.

Entrance Exams Date :-  1. Availability of Application Forms - December
                          2. Submission of Application Forms - January
                          3. Exam Month - 1st week of May
                          4. Declaration of Result - last week of May

Exam Fees :-  General/OBC Male candidates ₹ 1000/- (offline)  900/- (online)
               General/OBC female candidates ₹ 900/- (offline)  800/- (online)
               SC/ST/PD candidates ₹ 500/- (offline)  400/- (online)

Link for Download/Website :-  www.iitb.ac.in/jam
Name of the entrance: JNU MCA (Jawaharlal Nehru University MCA entrance exam)

Stream and course: Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test: Candidate must have a bachelor’s degree of minimum 3 years from a reputed Institute with at least 55% aggregate marks in Graduation as well as adequate competency in Mathematics at Graduation or at +2 levels.

Entrance Exams Date:
1. Availability of Application Forms - 3rd week of March
2. Submission of Application Forms - Last week of March
3. Exam Month - 3rd week of May
4. Declaration of Result - June/July

Exam Fees:
General candidates ₹ 220/- (SC/ST/PC candidates ₹ 110/-)

Link for Download/Website: www.jnu.ac.in

Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) conducts every year a separate entrance examination for admission to its MCA entrance.

Questions will be asked from the 10+2/Graduate level Maths, Graduate level Computer Science and General Aptitude from the following topics:
Name of the entrance :: KEE (Kerala Entrance Examination)

Stream and course :: Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :: A pass in any recognized regular Bachelor’s Degree course of minimum three years duration in any discipline with Mathematics at 10+2 level.

OR

A pass in any recognized Regular Bachelors Degree course of minimum three years duration in any discipline with Mathematics/Statistics as one of the Subjects

OR

A pass in BCA Degree of minimum three years duration from a recognized University

Entrance Exams Date ::
1. Availability of Application Forms - June
2. Submission of Application Forms - July
3. Exam Month - August

Exam Fees ::
- General/SEBC candidates ₹ 800/-
- SC/ST candidates ₹ 400/-

Link for Download/Website :: www.cee-kerala.org

Kerala Entrance Exam for MCA is an entrance examination for admission in various institutes in Kerala providing MCA course of 3 years. Candidates from all over India can appear for KEE MCA. KEE MCA is conducted by Commissioner of Entrance Examinations (CEE).

The entrance test will be of 2 hours duration and will consist of 150 Multiple Choice Questions. The Questions will be divided as follows:
Name of the entrance :-  LUCSAT (Lucknow University Computer Science Admission Test)

Stream and course :-  Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :-  B.Sc. (Computer Science / Computer Application / Information Technology) or B.C.A. of minimum three year duration with a minimum of 45% marks for Gen / OBC and 40% marks for SC / ST and Mathematics as one of the subject at Intermediate / Higher Secondary (i.e. 10+2) level.

Entrance Exams Date :-  
1. Availability of Application Forms - June
2. Submission of Application Forms - July
3. Exam Month - August

Exam Fees :-  General/OBC candidates ₹ 500/- ( SC/ST candidates ₹ 250/- )

Link for Download/ Website :-  www.lkouniv.ac.in

There are only 30 seats for MCA course in Lucknow University. MCA in Lucknow University is only open to the candidates who have a BSc(Computer Sc) or BCA degree. Entrance is based on a written test consisting of questions from BSc(Comp. Sc)/BCA Syllabus among other topics.

LUCSAT entrance exam will be of 90 minutes duration and consist of 100 multiple choice questions. The paper will be divided into two parts: Part A: 40 Multiple Choice Question comprising of logical Reasoning, Numerical Aptitude and English Comprehension Part B: 60 Multiple Choice Question based on BCA/B.Sc (computer science) syllabus. There will be no negative marking.
MAH MCA CET

Name of the entrance :- MAH MCA CET (Maharashtra MCA Common Entrance Test)

Stream and course :- Master in Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- A candidate must have a bachelor’s degree with at least 45% aggregate marks (40% for Maharashtra Backwards Classes). Those in the final year of their graduation can also apply.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Availability of Application Forms - February
2. Submission of Application Forms - 3rd week of February
3. Exam Month - 1st week of March
4. Declaration of Result - June/July

Exam Fees :-
General candidates ₹ 750/- (SC/ST/OBC ₹ 550/- )

Link for Download/ Website :- www.dte.org.in

Each and every year Maharashtra – Master of Computer Application - Common Entrance Test (MAH MCA CET) is conducted by Directorate of Technical Education, Maharashtra for those candidates who wants to take admission in to Master of Computer Applications course in various MCA colleges of Maharashtra. Students from all over India can apply for MAH-CET. Outside Maharashtra students can take admission through AIMCET merit. For participating in this exam the candidates have to fill an application form and submit it within the given date.
Name of the entrance :- NIMCET (National Institutes of Technology Common Entrance Test)

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- Candidate must have a minimum of 60% aggregate or 6.5/10 CGPA in 12th as well as Graduation. For SC/ST candidates they should have got at least 55% aggregate of 6/10 CGPA. Candidates should also have studied Maths/Statistics/Business Maths in Graduation as well as 12th.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Availability of Application Forms - 3rd week of March
2. Submission of Application Forms - 3rd week of April
3. Exam Month - 3rd week of May
4. Declaration of Result - last week of May

Exam Fees :-
- General/OBC candidates ₹ 1000/-
- SC/ST candidates ₹ 500/-

Link for Download/ Website :- www.nimcet2011nitb.in

NIMCET is an entrance examination conducted by National Institute of Technology’s for admission to the 1st year of their MCA courses.

The duration of exam will be of 2 hours and there will be 120 multiple choice questions with four choices of each question. Each correct answer will carry 4 marks and wrong answer will attract 1 negative mark.

Questions will be distributed as follows:

Mathematics - 40 questions, Computer awareness – 10 questions, Analytical ability and Logical Reasoning -55 questions, General English – 15 questions
Pune University MCA Entrance Exam

Name of the entrance :- Pune University MCA Entrance Exam

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- To apply for MCA entrance a candidate must have a bachelor’s degree in science (or BCA) with Maths at 10+2 level and for MSc (Computer Science) a candidate must have a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science. Those in the final year of their graduation can also apply.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Submission of Application Forms - 2nd week of February
2. Exam Month - last week of February
3. Declaration of Result - April/May

Exam Fees :- General candidates ₹ 575/- (Reserved category candidates ₹ 475/-)

Link for Download/ Website :- www.unipune.ac.in

Pune University conducts an entrance examination for admission to MCA and MSc (Computer Science) courses in various institutes under Pune University. It offers MCA and MSc (Computer Science) course in a number of institutes throughout the state of Maharashtra.
Name of the entrance :- PAM CAT (Punjab Admission to MCA Common Aptitude Test)

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- To apply for PAM-CAT a candidate must have a bachelor’s degree. In addition for MCA in Guru Nanak Dev University and Punjabi University candidates should have got atleast 50% marks in graduation. Those in the final year of their graduation can also apply. However the cut off marks for candidates that belong to the Scheduled Caste as well as Scheduled Tribe is 45%.

Entrance Exams Date :- 1. Submission of Application Forms - last week of June 2. Exam Month - 1st week of July 3. Declaration of Result - last week of July

Exam Fees :- General candidates ₹ 600/- ( SC/ST candidates ₹ 500/- )

Link for Download/ Website :- www.punjabiuniversity.ac.in

Punjab Admission to MCA Common Aptitude Test (PAM-CAT) is conducted by Punjabi University, Patiala on behalf of the Punjab government for admission to MCA course in the colleges affiliated to Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, Punjab Technical University, Jalandhar and Punjabi University, Patiala. PAM CAT is an annual entrance exam which can be given by students from all over India.

There are 15% seats reserved for Punjab State candidates in PAM-CAT while 15% seats are open for all India candidates. There are 3 colleges of Guru Nanak Dev University, 9 colleges of Punjabi University and 37 colleges of Punjab Technical University offering MCA through PAM-CAT. Most of these institutes offer 60 seats though some of the institutes even offer upto 120 seats or 30 seats.
Name of the entrance :- Thapar University Entrance Exam

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- Recognised Bachelors degree of minimum 3 years duration in any discipline with Mathematics at least at 10+2 school level and has also qualified in the Entrance Test to be conducted by the University. OR

Recognised Bachelor’s Degree of minimum 3 years duration in any discipline with Mathematics as one of the subjects and has also qualified in the Entrance Test to be conducted by the University.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Submission of Application Forms - May
2. Exam Month - June
3. Declaration of Result - last week of June

Exam Fees :- ₹ 1500/-

Link for Download/ Website :- www.thapar.edu
VITMEE

Name of the entrance :- VITMEE (VIT Master’s Entrance Exam)

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- Candidates should have done BCA/BSc(Computer Science)/Bachelor’s degree with Mathematics/Statistics/Business Mathematics as well as Mathematics in Class 12th.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Availability of Application Forms – 3rd week of April
2. Submission of Application Forms - May
3. Exam Month - 1st week of June
4. Declaration of Result - 3rd week of June

Exam Fees :- ₹ 750/-

Link for Download/ Website :- www.vit.ac.in

Vellore Institute of Technology Master’s Entrance Exam (VITMEE) is an entrance exam for admission to M.Tech and MCA courses in Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT), Vellore, Tamil Nadu. VIT is considered to be amongst the best institutes in the country for technical education.
Name of the entrance :- WB JECA (West Bengal Joint Entrance Exam MCA)

Stream and course :- Master of Computer Application

Eligibility of the Entrance Test :- Candidates who are Indian Citizens and who have either passed or are appearing in the Bachelor’s degree final examination in any discipline from any recognized university with Mathematics and / or Statistics as one of the Subjects in 10+2+3 pattern.

Entrance Exams Date :-
1. Availability of Application Forms – April - May
2. Submission of Application Forms - Last week of April
3. Exam Month - June
4. Declaration of Result - July

Exam Fees :- ₹ 500/-

Link for Download/ Website :- www.wbjeeb.in

JECA is a written entrance test conducted by the West Bengal Joint Entrance Examination Board. It is conducted for the admission of students to MCA course offered by the various institutions in West Bengal. Private Engineering colleges, Universities, Government colleges and some of the institutes in West Bengal offer full time MCA course.